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Source: Superfast Politics, by Rhys Jones, first broadcast on BBC R4 at 1100hrs, 8 December 2017. Madame Roland, witness to the French Revolution, 1789.

“We seem to be living through 10 years in 24 hours…events and 

emotions are jumbled together and follow each other with a singular rapidity.”



Geopolitical Risk is permanent…and the uncertainty it causes
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…disruption, populism and charismatic leaders in times of crisis, reaching a pivot…

Source: Luigi di Maio, Crown Prince Mohammed Bin Salman and Jamal Khashoggi, New York Post image source 26 October 2018, President Xi, President Hassan Rouhani, image source Tehran Times 2018. 
“Charismatic leadership, all a matter of timing?” Liz Mohr, Thinking Times for August, August 2019. Expressing emotions in a contagious way, at a time of crisis sees a pivot point, after which charisma 
becomes counterproductive and lower operational behaviours and missed detail results. “The Double-Edged Sword of Leader Charisma” by Vergauwe et al, Journal of Personality and Social 
Psychology, 2018. 



More pressure to come: technology and employment
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Another source of influence on clients…“roadkill on the information superhighway”

Probability of a job being automated in next 20 years
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Source: 40%/30% US/UK jobs at risk v more tech/interesting jobs and the Siri trade off, “uncanny valley” , identified by the robotics professor Masahiro Mori in 1970. The term was first translated as uncanny 
valley in the 1978 book Robots: Fact, Fiction, and Prediction, written by Jasia Reichardt. PwC Harnessing the Power of Disruption, 2019: “The 2015 Pension Freedom Act and changes in distribution could enable 
30% of revenue/£15.9bn in life and pensions to be disrupted by 2030. The Future of Jobs – How Susceptible are Jobs to Computerisation? 2015. Service Automation: Robots and the Future of Work, Willcocks 
and Lacity, 2016. Only Humans Need Apply, Davenport and Kirby. Will Robots Steal Our Jobs? PwC, Schroders, September 2017. PwC, Harnessing the Power of Disruption, 2019, “real opportunities will be found 
where the enablers of disruption collide”, not limited to technological change, with 5 main financial services enablers being technology, regulation, funding, ease of switching and talent. DEAD!



The heart of the problem…
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…we’re deluded and we continue to delude ourselves…

Source: The Goldfinch by Donna Tartt, 2013, quoting from Francois de La Rochefoucauld in the seventeenth century.



So it’s tempting for some clients to respond like this…
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Is impulsivity, projection, present bias typical of your clients? Planner-doer Model…

Source: The Dubai Mall, 19 March 2017. Stanford Marshmallow experiment on delayed gratification by Walter Mischel, 1960s. “Misbehaving” by Richard Thaler on Prospect Theory, Endowment Effect and the 
Planner-Doer Model re the tension in all of us when our planning self considers long term objectives while our doing self cares only about the present. Leads to Hyperbolic Discounting which 
increases the closer both payoffs are. Thaler and Benartzi developed Save More Tomorrow in response: approach clients as early as possible, increase in line with payrises, default to a pre-set 
maximum and opt out at any time.
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Source: Schroders Global Investor Study, June 2017. David Robson’s The Intelligence Trap, “eating bitterness” (intellectual curiosity, 
humility and collaboration). Jenni Russell in The Times on 28 March 2019 “Intelligent, educated people are less likely to question their 
assumptions, to learn to reverse their decisions when they discover new facts. Instead they use their brainpower to ingeniously 
defend their original decisions.”

Emotions play a significant role when 
making financial decisions… 

How much do you feel 
your emotions play a 

part in the decisions you 
make regarding

your money?

“

”
1 = No part at all The only influence = 10

6.5 out of 101



So, exactly how deluded are investors?
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16%

31% 32%

14%

5%
2%

20% + 10 - 20% 5 - 9% 1 - 4% 0% or loss Don't know

Thinking about your total investment portfolio over the 
next five years, what annual total (%) return (i.e. income 
and capital growth) do you expect to make, on average 
each year?

Source: Schroders Global Investor Study 2019.

10.7%
is the annual total (%) return 
people expect to make, on 
average each year

When it comes to returns expectations…



Behavioural finance
The strange psychology of

investing

Some psychological theory

Behavioural bias

Schroders practical application
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A notebook and pencil cost $11. 
If the notebook costs $10 more than the pencil,
how much does the pencil cost?

Know your own mind.
Take the investIQ test.

schroders.com/investIQ
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Source: Shane Frederick, The Cognitive Reflection Test, 2005.

More than 50% 
of students at 

Harvard, MIT, and 
Princeton gave

this answer

Intuitive,
but incorrect

Don’t worry, 
you are not 
alone if your 

answer is $1…
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Source: Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman 2011, first published in paperback 2013, adopting terms originally proposed by Keith Stanovich and Richard West. Not emotional v rational, but rather 
subconscious v conscious. Not separate from one another and constantly in play. System 1 can assist in a fast and complex world, but it can trip us up and we do not have unlimited processing power in system 2.

– Automatic

– Quick

– Little or no effort

– No sense of voluntary control

System 1

– Allocates attention to effortful 
mental activities 

– Highly diverse operations require 
attention and are disrupted when 
attention is drawn away

System 2

This is about modes of thinking…

Fast and slow, system 1 and 2, not independent of one another



What are we aiming to achieve through behavioural insight?
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The objectives are twofold…avoid mental mistakes caused by heuristic perceptions

Source: Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman 2011, first published in paperback 2013, adopting terms originally proposed by Keith Stanovich and Richard West.

“

”

Improve the ability to identify and 
understand errors of judgment and choice

An accurate diagnosis may suggest an 
intervention to limit the damage that bad 
judgments and choices often cause

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiQtJ6x2rPKAhUHJh4KHZmRDkYQjRwICTAA&url=http://kahneman.socialpsychology.org/&psig=AFQjCNEb76SfjUaG8f5cFFjIP5APEleTyg&ust=1453218358021239


Relative

Unconscious

Automatic

From Hindsight to Confirmation to IKEA, bias is predictable…
…and because we remain blind to our own biases, we need help

We make judgements by using comparisons so are influenced by context

We’re rarely aware of our biases, which are driven by emotion and intuition

Even when we’re aware of biases, they can be difficult to overcome
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Source: “We are blind to our own biases and there is little we can do about it…without help.” Liz Mohr, Thinking Times for June, 5 June 2019. “We need a combination of feedback from others and changes 
to our environment”…devil’s advocate, blind recruitment interviews and checklists.



But it’s not easy, because the mind is flat: The illusion of 
mental depth and the improvised mind
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We’re capable of picking up less visual information than we think…and what we do see 
forms a pattern…the brain as an organising machine

Source: Professor Nick Chater, The Mind is Flat, 2018, Decision Technology and Jacques Ninio and Kent Stevens’ variation on the Hermann Grid called the ‘Extinction effect.’ 2000, partly explained by
lateral inhibition in retina and the ganglion cells stimulus increase. 



Ambiguous facial expressions lead us to improvise the rest…
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Viewers project emotion with little understanding, but a rich sense of whatever feeling 
is appropriate…

Source: Professor Nick Chater, The Mind is Flat, 2018, Decision Technology and the Kuleshov Effect: cinematic demonstrations, 1921, actor’s face interpreted differently based on what was juxtaposed in edit. 
“We have very little understanding of what’s going on in the world, but we’re very good at creating a rich sense of what the world is like.”

+

+

+

=

=

=

Sadness

Hunger

Lust

https://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwjU1-aV7LrdAhVNyhoKHRf3AMAQjRx6BAgBEAU&url=https://www.hellomagazine.com/celebrities/2017052339203/Celebrities-tribute-Roger-Moore/&psig=AOvVaw35zv0XUhgOYLVRlBJkO2C2&ust=1537026510715011


Our sensations and feelings can be ambiguous too… and we 
mis-label those feelings…Did we trick you?
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Proven by choice blindness, we improvise convincingly and make it up!

Source: Professor Nick Chater, The Mind is Flat, 2018, Decision Technology: in 32 trials, only 20% noticed the manipulated choice, 80% accepted/endorsed choice with convincing answers. Introspection 
illusion, which is a cognitive bias in which people wrongly think they have direct insight into the origins of their mental states, while treating others’ as unreliable, Lars Hall and Peter Johansson. How 
startlingly wrong our intuitive conception of ourselves can be: my inventive mind can conjure up a justification for my actions, beliefs and motives, just as soon as I wonder about them. Dutton and 
Aron, 1973, University of British Columbia: attractive women, 230ft high bridge, survey and phone number. 9 out of 18 vs. 2 out of 16 called: how we label the feelings is more important than feelings.



You don’t believe me? Our brains are remarkably creative
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Found faces with real character…prove our ability to make creative leaps…

Source: Professor Nick Chater, The Mind is Flat, 2018, Decision Technology. 

…which makes it easier for us to interpret what we encounter subsequently



So, given the instability of our beliefs and preferences… 
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Clients improvise views on financial services, everything is relative, unavoidable bias 

Source: Professor Nick Chater, The Mind is Flat, 2018, Decision Technology. The Paradox of Choice, why more is less, by Barry Schwartz: increased options do not necessarily lead to higher satisfaction,
leading to “maximisers” v “satisficers”.

Choose most familiar or avoid choice and stick with status quo, 
including Barry Schwartz’s “maximisers” v “satisficers”

Avoid the most ambiguous

Choose what draws attention the most

Avoid cutting losses to avoid regret and admission of failure

Use the mind as a comparison machine v what others do, v 
past experience and v similar options (find a reason…)



And it gets worse…
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Everybody Lies…The level of deception is staggering

Source: Seth Stephens-Davidowitz, BX2019, “Everybody Lies” after 8 years of research on Google Searches. Fewer than 20% of people admit to watching for porn v searching on the weather, except in 
the UK…Racist language searches on the night of Obama election win not picked up by traditional searches, predictor of Trump victory, suicide searches preceded by depression, herpes and celebrities with 
herpes, “best, amazing, so cute” husbands on social media become “jerk” on a google search. 



The origins of bias: improvisation based on comparison…
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…with what others are doing, past experience and what is immediately present

Sources: Schwartz, Monterosso, Lyubomirsky, White & Lehman, 2002, Maximising Versus Satisfying: Happiness is a Matter of Choice, Journal of Personality and Social Psychology. Kahneman, D., Knetsch, 
J., & Thaler, R. (1991). Anomalies: The endowment effect, loss aversion, and status quo bias. Journal of Economic Perspectives, 5(1), 193-206. Put more simply, people place a greater value on things once they 
have established ownership. People demand much more to give up an object than they would be willing to pay to acquire it. This is especially true for things that wouldn’t normally be bought or 
sold on the market, usually items with symbolic, experiential, or emotional significance. Endowment main effect is not to enhance the appeal of the good one owns, but only the pain of 
relinquishing it…Samuelson and Zeckhauser, 1988 Status Quo bias, when an alternative became more popular when designated as part of status quo.

We have very little intuition about when we have sufficient past experience
to make good judgments

When a relevant value (an anchor) is available, 
people make estimates by starting from that 
value and adjusting to yield the final answer

Anchoring

The tendency for people to do what others are 
doing rather than using their information, 
improvised reasons based on comparisons with 
other people

Herd behaviour 

Predicts that overconfident investors trade 
excessively thereby reducing their returns, the 
price of thinking we know more than we do and 
beliefs/decisions based on limited experience

Overconfidence

Cognitive operations used by individuals and 
households to organise, evaluate and keep track 
of financial activities

Mental accounting 

Demonstrates predictable shifts of 
preference when the same problem is 
framed in different ways

Framing

Shows people value gains and losses 
differently with losses having a greater 
impact than gains

Loss aversion



More growth focused More value focused

The consequences of a tough ten years? The herd…
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There are very few genuine value managers left

Source: Schroders, Morningstar Direct, report date: May 2018, data as at 31 December 2017 (most recent date with largest populated group available).  
*Morningstar Global Category: Global Equity Large Cap, excludes funds with no style score or no fund size available at 31 December 2017. Based on 1,781 Global Equity Funds. 
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When it comes to choosing food and drink…
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We perceive the world in terms of comparisons, not absolutes

Source: Professor Nick Chater, The Mind is Flat, 2018, Decision Technology. On campus at Cornell University, New York, circa 2008: we think not about fluid intake, but relative to others and our own history 
leading to “Decision by Sampling”. This explains why fit people feel dispirited mixing with fit people and the danger of upward bias in comparisons.
Sharpe, K. M., Staelin, R., & Huber, J. (2008). Using extremeness aversion to fight obesity: Policy implications of context dependent demand. Journal of Consumer Research, 35, 406–422. 

‘Low range’

15% more 
consumption!

32oz 21oz 16oz 12oz 44oz  32oz 21oz     16oz 
‘High range’



…a similar experience when making a risky choice in investments
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Absolute risk can go up and down without clients noticing (see things in relative terms)

Source: Professor Nick Chater, The Mind is Flat, 2018, Decision Technology. 

Free choice Low risk High risk

Chance Win (€) Chance Win (€) Chance Win (€)

95% 5 95% 5

90% 10 90% 10

85% 15 85% 15

80% 20 80% 20

75% 25 75% 25

70% 30 70% 30

65% 35 65% 35

60% 40 60% 40

55% 45 55% 45

50% 50 50% 50



Yet very few clients are concerned about behavioural risk…
…when all is well in markets…

Source: Cicero Research, Retirement Income, The Price of Freedom, Adviser and Consumer Research, April 2018. Respondents were provided with a description of the meaning of each form of risk outlined above within the online 
survey.

We think clients seriously underplay behavioural risk
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1. Market

2. Health

3. Legislative

4. Interest rate

5. Mortality

6. Asset allocation

7. Longevity

8. Behavioural
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Source: Stuart Podmore and Schroders, 2007 and ongoing!

I worked for Barclays for a number of years and I remember 
when the stock price was £7.20. These shares were part of 
my remuneration; there’s plenty of blood, sweat and tears 
in this holding and I want to wait until I can make a profit

An exercise to explore bias…

…a simple example 



Opportunities and interventions, not objections
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…financial wealth management requires client engagement…

Source: Richardson Consulting, 2010. COM-B Model, Mitchie et al, University College, London, 2011

AAPC
Capability, Opportunity and Motivation: Behaviour (COM-B)



People are least happy when most likely to become clients…
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Source: Washington Post and SSRN Papers, 31 August 2017, 7 x data sets covering 51 countries and 1.3m randomly sampled people on the pattern of psychological well-being from c16 – 90 years old. 
Liz Mohr, Thinking Times, June 2019, incremental muscle movements cause mirror neurons to fire, conjuring up the emotion as if you were experiencing it naturally.

…smile, prepare clients and exploit the scientific explanation of subconscious mimicry



The implied task? Get to clients (sooner)…
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At what age do you tend to start talking about retirement income 
planning with your clients?

…next generation business: “Save More Tomorrow”

Source: Cicero Research, Retirement Income, The Price of Freedom, Adviser and Consumer Research, April 2018. Planner-Doer Model re 
the tension in all of us when our planning self considers long term objectives while our doing self cares only about the present. 
Leads to Hyperbolic Discounting which increases the closer both payoffs are. Thaler and Benartzi developed Save More 
Tomorrow in response: approach clients as early as possible, increase in line with payrises, default to a pre-set maximum and 
opt out at any time.

Since 2015,
it’s happening
a decade earlier 
in the UK…

Mean 39.98 
years in 2018

Mean 48.69 
years in 2015



What is the best aspect of your profession?

21%

15%

2018 2019

Advisers spending more that 40% of 
time with clients
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11%

31%

2018 2019

Advisers spending more than 40% of 
time on administration

Spending time where it counts…for the long-term health of your business

Source: Nucleus Adviser Census, May 2019.



“Being actively involved”: Client Engagement via investIQ
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Source: Schroders, 2017-2018, >33,000 respondents across 16 countries and 14 languages. Cicero Research, Retirement Income, The Price of Freedom, Adviser and Consumer Research, April 2018.

Digital tool designed by Schroders alongside behavioural scientists

investIQ helps you understand and improve your knowledge in 
order to drive better, more informed investment decisions.

Investment
education

Behavioural
finance

investIQ



What about the global rank of common behavioural biases?
investIQ – over 45,000 people’s test results in 16 countries around the world…

Source: Schroders, Global Investor Survey, August 2019.

Ambiguity aversion - Prefer known over unknown probabilities, perceived safer, predictable investments
- More common in Canada, UK, Germany, Singapore and Taiwan

Projection - Assuming future will be similar to present, however unlikely.
- Most common in US and Holland

Confidence - Overestimating your abilities.
- More common in males

Anxiety - Tendency to be unnerved by adverse situations and market volatility
- US clients least prone

Regret aversion - Fear of making the wrong decision in hindsight, desire to minimise regret
- Least likely in Holland

Herd influence - Irrationally following the behaviours and advice of others
- More common in females

Impulsivity - Make decisions without careful thought or consideration
- Shorter term

Loss aversion - Feeling the pain of loss more strongly than the pleasure of gains
- Increases with age

Optimism - Lack it and fear taking action; too much and you overestimate your chances
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Herd bias, with more focus on gender…
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Being influenced by the thoughts and behaviours of others and the impact…

Source: Schroders investIQ behavioural bias test results – sample of 23,000 2019. Pension Policy Institute (PPI) 2019.

8.3%

3.7%

-2.3%
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£51,000

£156,500

Could younger women’s greater susceptibility 
to this bias help to perpetuate the gender 
retirement savings gap? 
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Anxiety bias variation by gender?
The tendency to become overly emotional and easily 
influenced by short-term market fluctuations.

-2.7%
-1.2%

0.5% 3.3%

10.9%
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-8.9%

-2.4%

-10.0%
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18–34 35–49 50–65 65+

Anxiety bias - male Anxiety bias - female
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Source: Schroders investIQ behavioural bias test results – sample of 23,000 in UK in 2019.



The most important T of all?

…the narrative, working with the bias, avoid intelligence traps

Go EAST: Easy, Attractive, Social, Timely playing devil’s 
advocate, changing context, u.sing checklists and algorithyms

Source: Schwa, March 2019, Stephen Pinker, Kurt Vonnegut, “Shapes of Stories”, David Robson’s The Intelligence Trap, “eating bitterness” (intellectual 
curiosity, humility and collaboration). Kahnemann, “The National Gamble”, raising the chance of war by 10% failed to turn the head of Israel’s Foreign 
Minister: “No one ever made a decision because of a number. They need a story.” Behavioural Exchange, BX2019, BIT EAST Model, 5 and 9  
September 2019. “Think Small” by Owain Service and Rory Gallagher, 2019: Set, Plan, Commit, Reward, Share, Feedback, Stick.

ell a story and avoid “the curse of knowledge” 

Primacy, frequency, surprise, recency

Through shape, emotion, pictures and personal.

And “Think Small”…
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Think Small…
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…in simple and effective ways…

Source: NDORS and National Speed Awareness Course, October 2019.



Schroders behavioural application: philosophy and process
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People: client problem solving culture, coping with mistakes, accountability,
size of team, healthy rivalry and consistent/generous leadership (trust)

Source: Schroders, 2018. Max Ringelmann, French Agricultural Engineer, 1913. The views and opinions are those of the Multi-Asset team and may change. Mindbridge and Kate Lanz, 22 October 2018.
Seeking informational, analytical and behavioural sustainable competitive advantages at Schroders. Irving Janis, Group Think, 1982, Payne and Wood, 2002 on Investment Committee demographic 
parameters. The Economist, male and female brain (8% binary, 92% mosaic), via Dr Michael Mosley BBC, quoting Professor Simon Baron-Cohen of Cambridge University: there are 2 different "brain types“, 
empathisers and systemisers. Relevant to reptilian (360m years old), Limbic 2.5x quicker (65m years old) and prefrontal cortex (220,000 years old) parts of brain, where c100 differences male v female 
exist through anatomy, blood flow and hormones. Limbic leads emotions fear, anger, disgust, shame, sadness, surprise, joy and love (trust). Chemistry noradrenalin, cortisol, dopamine, oxytocin and 
serotonin (thrive!). Cass Sunstein, 5 September 2019, BX2019, Group Polarisation, Preference Falsification, Social Interdependencies and Diverse Thresholds. Gestalt Theory links to Anita Woolley et 
al, Carnegie Mellon University, 2010, collective intelligence better predictor v individual intelligence, significant driver being average social perceptiveness, using the Autism driven Reading the 
Minds Test. (higher the average score, the better performing the team, Liz Mohr, 2019). 

Beware the pitfalls of Group Polarisation and test your Collective Intelligence…



Human beings are like smart phones…
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…when the battery is empty, we’re just heavy bricks…in need of sleep

Source: Dr John Briffa, Sustaining Peak Performance, Dr Briffa Wellness, July 2019. “Why we Sleep”, Matthew Walker: UK 39% getting less than 7 hours, WHO sleep deprivation epidemic, Professor of 
Neuroscience and Psychology, UCLA.

Knowledge

Experience

Skills
Optimal

performance
Wellbeing

Leadership

Purpose

=x+



Frustration free packaging, the ultimate nudge?
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Friction, Fuel and Scale: Dan Ariely’s philosophy and financial advice…

Source: Amazon 2019. All about sustainability, through a direct, “positive experience, which is joyful and relaxing v what you’re supposed to do, but you’re not smiling when you do it.” Cass Sunstein, 
BX2019, 5 September 2019. Dan Ariely, BX2019, 6 September 2019.



Ultimately, how do we increase client happiness?
It’s not just about money…
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Source: Thinking, Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman 2011, first published in paperback 2013.

“The easiest way to increase happiness is to control your use of time”

“Consistency trumps intensity”

http://www.google.co.uk/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&source=imgres&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiQtJ6x2rPKAhUHJh4KHZmRDkYQjRwICTAA&url=http://kahneman.socialpsychology.org/&psig=AFQjCNEb76SfjUaG8f5cFFjIP5APEleTyg&ust=1453218358021239
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This presentation is intended to be for information purposes only. The material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instrument. The material is 
not intended to provide, and should not be relied on for, accounting, legal or tax advice, or investment recommendations. Information herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders does 
not warrant its completeness or accuracy. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact or opinion. Reliance should not be placed on the views and information in the presentation 
when taking individual investment and/or strategic decisions. 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future results, prices of shares and the income from them may fall as well as rise and investors may not get back the amount originally 
invested.

Schroders has expressed its own views in this presentation and these may change.

Schroders will be a data controller in respect of your personal data. For information on how Schroders might process your personal data, please view our Privacy Policy available at 
www.schroders.com/en/privacy-policy or on request should you not have access to this webpage.

Issued by Schroder Investment Management, 1 London Wall Place, EC2Y 5AU. For your security, communications may be taped or monitored.

Important Information


